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A thrilling introduction to the world of Marvel Heroes for young readers! The Marvel Heroes brand
features classic Marvel characters re-rendered in a realistic, accessible style suitable for a younger
age range. Now kids can discover the fantastic classic heroes that people have loved for generations,
and strengthen their reading skills at the same time. When Super Heroes battle their foes they need
to put their amazing powers into practice. Learn exactly what happens when our heroes come up
against deadly enemies in the battle to fight crime and evil.
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Dibei
Just what I needed, Great price..my son lost his library book and the school wanted $30 plus to
replace a used book. So I did the smart found the book at great deal, problem solved!!

xander
Had purchased many books through amazon, all their books are made really well. Good colors and
graphics, story was good.
Wire
Not would I thought it would be
Bluddefender
My grandson borrowed a book from the library but did not want to return it. Of course we want to
teach him things are not ours to keep unless we pay for them. He said, "Nana pay for it." I went to
Amazon put in the title and there it was. We purchased it and when it arrived I asked "Is this the
book you wanted?" My grandson said..."books are for kids right so this book is for me. Thanks Nana
:)
Adrietius
Reviewed by Jeremiah
If you like superheroes, Greatest Battles by Matthew K. Manning is good for you. It tells you about
heroes and villains. I like the part when it talks about Spiderman. I think first grade and up can read
this book.
ᵀᴴᴱ ᴼᴿᴵᴳᴵᴻᴬᴸ
I found the illustrations of the female super-hero Dark Phoenix to be too sexual for young boys. If
this concerns you I would suggest looking at the book at a book store or just google "dark phoenix
team onslaught vs team parallax" The first images that come up is the image that is in the book.
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